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QUESTION: 1
Which of the following WebSphere Portalpecific features is currently supported by
WebSphere Portlet Factory?Which of the following WebSphere Portal?pecific features
is currently supported by WebSphere Portlet Factory?

A. Credential Vault
B. Cooperative Portlets
C. People Awareness
D. All of the above are supported

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
Which of the following best describes how dynamic profiling works in Portlet Factory?

A. Portlet Factory generates a new portlet with unique behavior based on the builders
selected by the developer
B. Builder input values are captured within profiles, which are applied automatically to
the portlet to change portlet behavior
C. Portlet Factory changes the code base of the application based on the values added to
the builder values
D. The developer applies profile values to the builder inputs which specify portlet
behavior

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
How do builders mask the complexity of J2EE programming?

A. By encapsulating the underlying complexity of the portlet model
B. By abstracting the development of the underlying portlet code
C. By providing an intuitive, wizard-like interface for developers
D. All of the above

Answer: D

QUESTION: 4
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Which builder must be used to enable a model to be used as a portlet?

A. Portlet Customizer builder
B. WebSphere Portal Link builder
C. Portlet Adapter builder
D. No specific builder is required

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
If an existing application is changed, what steps are required to redeploy the application
to WebSphere Portal?

A. Log into WebSphere Portal and re-install the portlet
B. Select Run > Run on Server from the main menu in WebSphere Portlet Factory
C. Log into the administrative console and re-deploy the portlet
D. WebSphere Portlet Factory supports automated deployment to WebSphere Portal

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
When developing an SOA application in WebSphere Portlet Factory, which of the
following scenarios benefits most from using a disconnected development approach?

A. The back-end system is slow, or has limited availability
B. The back-end system uses SAP, Lotus Domino, or Siebel
C. The developer wants to ensure the local persistence of data on the client side
D. The back-end system is a remote system

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
How can a developer customize portlet configure and edit modes?

A. Apply a profile to a model for each profile entry associated with configure and edit
modes
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